
Graham Chee of BCyber Pty Ltd Named as a Top 100 Insurance Innovator in 2022 Insurance 
Innovators Award 

 
Sydney NSW – BCyber Pty Ltd announced today that Graham Chee has been named as a Top 100 
Insurance Innovator in the 2022 Insurance Innovator Awards which recognizes Insurance professionals who 
have made significant technological contributions to their company and the industry. The awards, sponsored 
by Lightico and The Lighthouse Collective, come on the heels of significant innovation in the Insurance 
industry during the last two years and are divided into four categories: carriers, brokers, media/influencers 
and insurtechs.  
 
Graham Chee, Managing Director and Co-Founder at BCyber, said that he was proud to be recognised as a 
Top 100 Insurance Innovator in 2022 by Lightico. 
 
BCyber aims to enable clients to take a more proactive approach to the risks associated with cybersecurity 
breaches rather than the more traditional reactive approach. Our team knows financial services, speak the 
language of business, and translate the world of cyber for SMEs. BCyber brings a fresh business 
perspective to cyber risk mitigation, most recently via their innovative cybersecurity audit and assessment 
program, a critical first step in an SME cyber resilience journey and helping prepare them for successful 
cyber insurance application.  
 
“We were blown away at the level of innovation and dedication to improving the Insurance world that the 
professionals on this list have shown,” said Zviki Ben-Ishay, CEO and Cofounder of Lightico. “It isn’t 
easy to navigate the world of digital transformation and success requires a keen understanding of the 
challenges businesses face as well as the vision to execute.” 
 
 

-ENDS- 
This announcement was approved for release by Karen Stephens, CEO/Co-Founder 

 
Graham Chee BComm, MBA, FCPA, GAICD, CTA, GRCP, GRCA 
Graham is the co-founder and Managing Director of the Australian based cyber risk prevention company BCyber. An 
experienced founder and strong entrepreneurial professional, Graham has over 30yrs experience in accounting, 
intellectual property, financial services, investment and technology industries. Focused on integrating commercial 
strategy and day to day operations with cybersecurity 
 
About BCyber 
BCyber Pty Ltd (“BCyber”) is an Australian based cyber risk mitigation company that works with groups to review and 
harden their cyber risk programs and grow their businesses. BCyber use their own proprietary services and distribute a 
select number of innovative third-party solutions to strengthen cybersecurity postures. Supported by GRACE, BCyber’s 
dynamic Governance, Risk management, Assurance, Compliance and Education portal and risk framework – BCyber 
empowers businesses to take an effective, proactive, and agile approach towards cybersecurity. BCyber brings 
GRACE to your cybersecurity posture. For more information on BCyber please visit our website: www.bcyber.com.au 
 
Press Contact: Graham Chee, Phone +61 2 8338 8900, Email helpme@bcyber.com.au 
 
 
About Lightico 
Lightico is an award-winning SaaS platform that empowers businesses to accelerate their customer journeys through 
automated workflows. With the Lightico Digital Completion Cloud™, companies leverage no-code workflows to easily 
collect customer eSignatures, documents, and payments, and authenticate ID in real time – straight from the 
customer’s smartphone. By unifying the previously siloed steps of customer-facing processes, businesses enjoy faster 
and shorter sales and servicing cycles, boost NPS, and significantly improve their completion rates. Hundreds of 
enterprises, including Fortune 500 companies in highly regulated industries such as finance, insurance, and 
telecommunications, rely on Lightico to make their customer journeys more efficient and streamlined.  
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